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Abstract - Workflow systems deliver remarkable results in 

many domains of business. Deployment of workflows on a 

large scale set the standard of rigorous execution of complex 

business processes controlled by multiple constraints and often 

completed by physically distributed agents. The emerging 

trends of paid and volunteer crowd work offer potential 

opportunity for improving productivity and expanding 

creativity in performed tasks. Crowd-sourced components of a 

traditional organizational process can not be supported 

uniformly by current workflows management technology.  

This paper frames the major challenges that stand in the way 

to effectively incorporate crowd-sourcing into existing business 

environment to construct a new form of cooperation. We lay 

out research challenges in most important areas: the process 

design and verification, design of typical patterns to support 

business segments completed by asynchronous crowd 

involvement through unidentified partners, enhancement of 

workflows management system functionality to accommodate 

crowd-sourcing activities.     
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I. INTRODUCTION 

There has been an essential transformation in the way 

the enterprise information technology is perceived by the 

business in current times. The period when business process 

management was just concerned with a strict scheduling of 

predefined tasks is over. With the expansion of mobile 

technology, social media and crowd sourcing, the 

expectation from the enterprise has grown-up. The nature of 

social media and crowd–sourced activities challenge the 

industry to facilitate a business process that can interact 

with individuals and assist them with their requests and 

contributions they make. Furthermore, from the workforce 

perspective, in the connected world, many activities usually 

performed by employees of a company or social 

organization may benefit from some assistance from the 

outside. Since, the concept of cooperating parties became 

common and effective, the form of outsourcing as 

the contracting out of a business process or function to a 

third-party became a strategy in many domains of business 

[10][18][25]. 

The concept of outsourcing is also used to exemplify the 

practice of delegating fragments of the overall activity on ad 

hoc bases to the third party without any obligation of 

persistence of such relationship. Typically, outsourcing is 

not limited to a single country; it includes both foreign and 

domestic contracting, and, recently, often includes 

relocation of a business function to another country. In all 

such cases, the main service provider is aware of the 

subcontracting party, its competences and reputation, 

expected quality of work and associated costs. In 

outsourcing arrangements, the relationship between 

involved parties is covered by formal agreements. Often, 

the economic considerations are the driving force for such 

business strategy, but not always. 

The concept of crowd-sourcing is one significant step 

further. It is the process of obtaining required services, 

ideas, or content by soliciting contributions from a large 

group of unidentified people, and especially from an online 

community, rather than from conventional employees or 

suppliers. It combines the efforts of many self-

identified volunteers or part-time personnel, where each 

contributor of their own initiative adds a portion to the final 

result. Let us note that often many contributors perform the 

same task not knowing about each other. Consequently, 

selection of acceptable results is additional obligation of the 

owner of such out contracted process. The most natural way 

to differentiate crowd-sourcing from outsourcing is the fact 

that the completion of an individual task comes from an 

undefined public rather than being accomplished by a 

specific, named and restricted by initial agreements 

individual. 

The most frequently used example of a crowd-sourced 

work is Wikipedia [4][17][26]. Other examples, but 

different in nature can be associated with a design and 

content evaluation [8][11]- [14][17][28], images labeling 

[1][7], extensive testing of publically accessible e-service 

functionality or a contest for general design of a physical 

entity [5][6]. The educational domain forms another group 

of applications with already well recognized impact [3][31]. 

In this paper, we look at the technology that could assist 

with effective and well-formed crowd-sourcing 

contributions to a larger business process. Established 

organizations have developed expertise in deployment of 

workflow technology for their core activities. The 

assignment of task to partners/workers, the methods and 

correctness of the process design, data flow, and time 

constraints for conventional workflows is extensively 

studied for a number of years [19]-[23]. Work on 

international standards constitutes the base for most 

products in the class of workflows allowing their 

cooperation and effective integrations [33]. However, there 

is no systemic support to incorporating publicly performed 

activities as a part of workflows supported processes. As 

initial exploitation of such mix of partners became an 

appealing and interesting option for some types of work, 

there is a well justified need for efforts towards 
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technological solutions.  It is clear, that the concept of 

business workflows partially executed by public input must 

be appropriately supported with a new workflow capability 

[33]. The call for workflow services to accommodate 

crowd-sourced activities with an acceptable quality is a new 

concept requiring further research. The purpose of this 

paper is to identify the scope of required extensions of the 

existing workflows technology to become a new generation 

of business process enhancement tools. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we look 

at the impact on the process design generated by required 

extensions, followed by the discussion in Section III where 

we specify the scope of necessary modifications to the 

standard management systems to accommodate both groups 

of partners. Finally, in Section IV we summarize the 

discussion and outline future research work.   

II. PROCESS DESIGN 

 

Designing a business process and its partition into 

separate but meaningful tasks, that later are allocated to 

dedicated staff members, is a complex preparation phase 

prior to any technological solution deployment [20][21]. 

Clearly, not each task is suitable for crowd work. The 

crowd work can be seen as an element of a partnership 

between task provider, and, by contrast to typical business 

workflow, undefined workforce. Thus, when designing a 

process with crowd work participation, it is important to 

develop tools to support not only the work itself, and those 

performing the work, but also enhance the technology to 

enforce its processing according to the design decisions. 

It is characteristic that in a standard business organization, 

completion of successfully terminated tasks is not evaluated 

for the final acceptance. The complete responsibility of the 

correctness and the quality of the execution is assigned to 

the experienced and trained worker discharging the activity.   

This observation shows the major difference in the 

subsequent steps of workflow structure when crowd 

workers are involved. 

       Each crowd-sourced activity can then be executed by 

many players, with different background, different skills 

and ability to complete specified assignment, and, with not 

necessarily converging intentions of the task provider. This 

is the main reason, why the subsequent verification step, 

following the collection of submissions, must be performed 

by the professional and dedicated staff. The quality 

confirmation and the final selection of submitted work, as a 

part of our business process, are necessary. Since we 

consider the general case of the crowd-sourcing, where 

activities can be performed by unidentified individuals, we 

must have a mechanism to evaluate the submitted outputs. 

This observation impacts directly on the design phase of the 

process. Below we identify and briefly discuss major 

challenges in the design process of such a workflow. 

      The question of a direct replacement of an existing 

activity within the process by a crowd sourced action is not 

a trivial one. The traditional business workflows have a pre-

defined order of carrying out all pre-specified activities. 

This restriction impacts on the overall duration of the 

process execution and it is tightly coupled with the temporal 

constraints spanning segments of the process [19][22]. 

Allowing for a flexible engagement of the crowd-workers 

may force some relaxation of time constraints, due to 

inability to schedule such activities. Moreover, it is not easy 

to predict the number of the involved parties (players), but 

this in return, restricts corresponding definitions and the 

duration estimation of the evaluation procedures. 

Additionally, cross-checking the available data reflecting on 

the reputation of involved players complicates this segment 

of the process [29]. 

      It is important to note, that if the crowd activity is not a 

stand-alone, but incorporated in the rigorous well defined 

process with obligation to deal with a large scale operation, 

the process design is a new phenomenon to be addressed.  

       A subsequent part of the design process is the 

consideration dedicated to the data flow between activities 

[21]. Typically, each task has its input and output data that 

must be maintained in complete integrity. The impact of 

deployment of the crowd force, to deal with the data flow 

cross the process, must be also carefully investigated. 

An additional question relates to the fundamental workflow 

component – the work list. The traditional business systems 

supported by a workflows technology use sophisticated 

methods of allocating tasks to the individual and dedicated 

staff members. Typically, it is a small group of well trained 

and competent people. This condition can not be applied to 

the cases with unidentified partners. 

Moreover, workflow patterns [9] could be examined 

again, at this time, for the case of a crowd-sourced 

execution. It seems to be rational to attempt construction of 

new workflow patterns to deal with these specially designed 

components, such as: multiple execution of a task, 

evaluation of task completion, concurrently performing 

checks of reputation [30] and reliability of a partner, the 

credibility of work completed, and, generation of potential 

rewards structure. The effectiveness of loading all those 

listed components into existing methodology of process 

design needs to be carefully examined. Another appealing 

option points toward keeping them rather separate, but with 

well-formed method of the integration into current 

workflows systems. Further fundamental issues are 

associated with workflow engine – the heart of the 

workflows management process [33]. Those are open 

questions at the current stage of the research work. 

 

III. WORKFLOWS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

A standard workflow management system allows the 

user to define multiple processes, often for different types 

of business activities or, recently, for scientific computation 

procedures [32]. At each stage of the process, one 

individual or a well identified group is fully responsible for 
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a specific task. Once the task is completed, the workflow 

software ensures that the individuals responsible for the 

next activity are promptly notified and they receive all the 

data required to execute a subsequent stage of the process 

[26]. Often, workflows can be spanned by more complex 

dependencies between process components. For example, if 

a document is to be translated into several languages, the 

translation manager could select required languages, and 

then each selection would be activated as a scheduled work 

for the translation, ready to be taken by the specific 

contracted translators. Only, when all the translators have 

completed their respective tasks, the next segment of the 

process could be scheduled. The above example might be 

considered as a suitable activity for the crowd sourcing. Let 

us look at the differences in that case by contrast to the 

standard workflow execution. Here, the system will not 

schedule those activities to interpreters. Instead, it shall 

advertise the required translation job by some form of an 

electronic communication to attract participation. Naturally, 

we can’t predict how many translators will undertake the 

work, and, how many for each language, as well as when 

precisely they will deliver their work. Therefore, we can’t 

expect completion of this activity within a particular 

identified time. To some extent, it depends from the 

translators interest in the call for this activity, the conditions 

presented etc. Finally, the quality of the submitted work 

also needs attention. We shouldn’t automatically include the 

submitted documents into production instead, verification 

checks are necessary. Even if it is perceived as a two steps 

activity, direct deployment of a standard workflow system 

to manage such crowd-sourcing will not be possible. An 

additional and important question is related to the overall 

economic viable of such an approach. Here, one can attempt 

some reasonable estimation from the hand driven 

experimentations.   

 
 

Figure 1. States transitions for a process instances 
 

According to the Workflow Reference Model [33], the 

internal conditions defining the status of a process instance 

at a particular point in time, is maintained by the workflows 

system, following the transitions allowed by the defined 

finite state machine shown on Figure 1. 

 At the level of the individual process instance, the status of 

an activity, at a given point in time, executed by a given 

worker is represented by the other finite state machine as 

depicted in Figure 2 below.  

This discussion already demonstrates that we must 

specify a number of novel concepts and necessary 

modifications to complement those already well established, 

to be able to address crowd sourcing incorporation into an 

existing process definition executed by the standard 

workflows technology. In summary, no direct allocation of 

activities indicates a necessary extension to the concept of 

work list handler, to release it from the organizational 

constraints, where competences are stored for all 

individuals capable to execute a given task. Further on, 

there should be no restrictions on the number of workers 

performing the job. Typical workflow systems do not allow 

undertaking of an activity instance for the concurrent 

execution by several workers. Furthermore, activations of 

multiple instances of the automata in Figure 1 and Figure 2 

destroy the overall concept of rigid control over the process 

progress. This observation indicates definite loss of one of 

the most expected benefits of workflows deployment: a 

precise monitoring of the individual instances, availability 

of the progress development reporting, and setup alarms of 

any departure of the execution from the design parameters.  

It is envisaged that even while not all jobs are being 

crowd executable, there are portions of almost any job that 

can be performed outside the organization. 

 

 
Figure 2. States transitions of activity instances 

 

The question how we can move towards future of crowd 

work, that is more attractive for both requester and workers, 

must be addressed while building the next generation of 

cooperation support systems.  Consideration of the 

worthiness of reconstruction of the current solutions versus 

building new from scratch to accommodate these new 

requirements is fundamental. This is another open question. 

Furthermore, it is vital to stress here that both styles of 

work, including the allocation of work segments relaxed 

from current constraints, should be offered and enforced by 

one pieces of technology.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The crowd-sourcing can take place on many different 

levels and across a range of industries. This concept touches 

crosswise many social and business interactions. It can 

change the way we work, employ, do research and 

marketing. Leveraging collaborative practices and 

providing the tools may lead to significant business 

repercussion and probable restructuring. 

However, crowd workflows are still quite undeveloped, 

and they are most successful with highly targeted single 
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tasks. Conversely, great potential hidden in the crowd 

abilities and wisdom should be better explored [28]. 

Unlocking this potential may improve productivity and 

creativity of the way the work is completed [16].  

This paper lists only selected aspects of research to be 

undertaken to get to the next stage of a generic support for 

this type of crowd involvement. We pointed out that the 

current technology, build with overall intension of business 

process enforcement within a group of trusted partners, is 

not suitable for a simple extension.  

The most promising research plan should include 

attempts to relax some of the constraints imposed on the 

standard concept of an activity. The minimum requirements 

for effective construction of a predefined process patterns 

should include crowd work progress reports, followed by a 

selection of the reputable partners and finally evaluation by 

the process owner. The new process segments should be 

easily customizable for the different types of activities. 

Further modification to the work list handler and the strict 

execution schema ordered by the steady finite state 

machines allows believing that perhaps “light” workflows 

solution is needed. Such a complete segment (including all 

the steps required to accommodate crowd work) could be 

perceived as a single activity of a standard workflow 

process.  

All the considerations on the synthetic data have been 

promising and indicate sensibility of this approach.  

To move ahead, through an iterative approach, we shall 

build essential components to accommodate all the crowd 

involvement requirements. An extensive experimentation is 

vital for the final usability assessment of the introduced 

ideas. 
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